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Exploiting Sparsity for Multiple Relay Selection with
Relay Gain Control in Large AF Relay Networks
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Abstract—We propose a new approach for multiple relay
selection in large amplify-and-forward (AF) relay networks based
on exploiting the sparsity of the relay gain vector. We start
by applying our design approach to formulate the problem of
optimizing the selected relay index and gain under the mean
squared error criterion and a sparsity constraint. Building on
recent advances in sparse signal recovery theory, we propose
a solution based on the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm
and investigate its performance-complexity tradeoffs. Then, we
generalize our formulation to multiple-antenna large AF relay
networks, which naturally leads to a joint multiple relay-antenna
selection problem with sparse relay gain vector optimization.
Simulation results demonstrate the performance gains of our
proposed scheme over existing schemes for both single-antenna
and multiple-antenna large AF relay networks. Alternatively,
at the same performance level, our scheme selects fewer relays
resulting in reduced implementation complexity.

Index Terms—AF relay networks, antenna selection, MSE,
OMP, relay gain, relay selection.

I. I NTRODUCTION

RELAY selection strategies for dual-hop amplify-and-
forward (AF) multiple relay networks have drawn sig-

nificant attention recently due to their performance gains and
reduced implementation complexity [1]-[4]. In optimal single
relay selection, the relay with the maximum end-to-end signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is selected [2], [3]. Reference [3] was
the first to generalize the idea of single relay selection to
multiple relay selection and showed that it results in improved
error rates. In [3], [4], each relay is simply assumed to either
cooperate with full power or not cooperate, i.e., no relay gain
optimization is performed.

Multiple relay selection in multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) relay networks where all nodes are equipped with
multiple antennas was recently investigated in [5]-[7]. In this
case, both the selections of relays and antennas at each relay
are jointly optimized to reduce the number of radio frequency
(RF) chains at each relay due to practical implementation
constraints [6], [7]. The authors in [6] proposed a greedy
minimum mean squared error (MMSE) based antenna selec-
tion algorithm. Joint relay-antenna selection strategies based
on end-to-end SNR were investigated in terms of the outage
probability in [7]. However, the algorithms in [6], [7] select
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only one antenna pair at each selected relay which eventually
limits the performance.

We propose a new approach for joint relay and antenna
selection with relay gain control for single and multiple-
antenna AF relay networks. Our focus is onlarge MIMO AF
relay networks for three reasons: (i) the prohibitive computa-
tional complexity of exhaustive joint selection algorithms in
large networks (ii) the significant reduction in implementation
complexity achieved by relay and antenna selection in this case
(iii) the sparse structure of the relay gain vector which can be
exploited, as we show in this paper, to improve performance
at practical complexity. Large relay networks are applicable
in many practical scenarios including device-to-device (D2D)
communication networks and wireless sensor networks which
consist of a large number of cooperating nodes.

As a special case, when multiple relays each with a single
antenna are deployed, the relay gain matrix is a diagonal ma-
trix whose main diagonal contains only few non-zero elements
(i.e. it is asparsevector). We optimize this relay gain matrix
to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) under the sparsity
constraint. We build on recent advances in sparse signal
recovery theory to solve the relay selection problem efficiently
using the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [8].
Then, we generalize our approach to large MIMO AF relay
networks where our goal is to minimize the MSE by jointly
selecting multiple relays and antennas while optimizing the
relay gain matrix under a sparsity constraint.

Notation: We use the following standard notation in this
paper. |a| is the magnitude of a scalar;||a||1 and ||a||2
are theL1 and L2 norms, respectively; and||A||F is the
Frobenius norm.aT (AT ) is the transpose of a vector (a
matrix); aH(AH) is the complex-conjugate transpose of a
vector (a matrix); andA−1 denotes the inverse of a square
matrix. TheN × N identity matrix is denoted byIN . The
expectation of a random variableA is denoted by E [A];
⊗ denotes the Kronecker product;vec{A} and Tr{A} are
the vectorization and the trace operator for a matrixA;
diag{a1(A1) . . . aN (AN )} denotes a diagonal matrix (a block
diagonal matrix).

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider two-hop AF relay networks where there is one
source (S), one destination (D), andN relays (R), as shown in
Fig. 1. The direct link between the source and the destination
is ignored due to its assumed large path loss. We assume a
half-duplex signaling mode where in the first phase the source
broadcasts the signal to all relays. Then, in the second phase,
each relay transmits the received signal multiplied by a gain
factor. In addition, we assume that the destination knows all
the channel information as assumed also in [3] and [6].
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Fig. 1. Multiple AF relay network.

We assumeMS antennas at the source,MD antennas at the
destination, andMR antennas at each relay. TheMS×MR S-
R channel matrix from the source to then-th relay is denoted
by Hn

SR and theMD ×MR R-D channel matrix from then-
th relay to the destination is denoted byHn

RD. We assume
that those two channel matrices are constant during the two
transmission phases. Moreover, the elements ofHn

SR and
Hn

RD are independent circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and unit variance. The
NMR × 1 noise vectorv at all relays and theMD × 1 noise
vector at the destination are mutually independent circularly-
symmetric complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vectors modeled asRvv = E [vvH ] = σ2

vINMR andRww =
E [wwH ] = σ2

wIMD , respectively. During the first transmission
phase, the received signal vectoryR through the S-R channels
HSR = [H1

SR . . .Hn
SR . . .HN

SR]T at the multiple relays is
given by

yR = HSRx + v, (1)

where theMS-dimensional vectorx is the transmitted signal
from the source with transmission powerTr{Rxx} = σ2

x

whereRxx = E [xxH ]. In the second transmission phase, the
relays amplify via an AF relays gain matrixG and forward
the received signalyR to the destination. The received signal
at the destination is

yD = HRDGHSRx + HRDGv + w, (2)

whereHRD = [H1
RD . . .Hn

RD . . .HN
RD] is the compound R-D

channel matrix.

III. M ULTIPLE RELAY SELECTION WITH GAIN CONTROL

FOR SISO RELAY NETWORKS

In this section, we propose a multiple relay selection scheme
for single-input single-output (SISO) relay networks where
all nodes are equipped with a single antenna. First, we
formulate the problem of multiple relay selection with relay
gain control for MSE minimization in SISO relay networks. In
the case of SISO relay networks, the gain matrixG becomes a
diagonal matrixGS = diag{g1

S . . . gn
S . . . gN

S } whose diagonal
elementgn

S is the gain associated with then-th selected relay.
Exploiting the diagonal structure ofGS, Equation (2) can be
written in the following equivalent form

yD = gH
S hx + gH

S ṽ + w (3)

wheregS = vec{GS} = [g1
S . . . gN

S ]T is the gain vector which
is the diagonal ofGS. The N × 1 vectorsh and ṽ have
the form [h1

RDh1
SR . . . hN

RDhN
SR]T and [h1

RDv1 . . . hN
RDvN ]T ,

respectively, wherehn
SR andhn

RD are the S-R and R-D channel

elements associated with then-th relay, respectively. The noise
components at then-th relay and destination are denoted by
vn and w, respectively. Defining a relay selection vectorgS,
the error signal is defined as follows

e = x− {
gH

S (hx + ṽ) + w
}

. (4)

Hence, the MSE at the destination can be written as

E [|e|2] = σ2
x − gH

S hσ2
x︸︷︷︸

∆
= h̃

−hHσ2
x︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=h̃H

gS

+ gH
S

(
σ2

xhhH + Rṽṽ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=R

gS + σ2
w

= σ2
x − gH

S h̃− h̃HgS + gH
S RgS + σ2

w, (5)

where the covariance matrix of the relay noise vector isRṽṽ =
E [ṽṽH ] = diag{σ2

ṽ1
. . . σ2

ṽn
. . . σ2

ṽN
} whosen-th element is

σ2
ṽn

= |hn
RD|2σ2

v . Considering the Cholesky factorization of
the positive-definite matrixR = LLH whereL is anN ×N
lower-triangular matrix, we can rewrite (5) as follows [9]

MSE = σ2
x−gH

S LL−1h̃− h̃HL−HLHgS +gH
S LLHgS +σ2

w.
(6)

By completing the square in (6), we get

MSE = σ2
x − h̃HL−HL−1h̃ + σ2

w︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆
= MSEmin

+
∥∥∥LHgS − L−1h̃

∥∥∥
2

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆
= MSEexcess

.

(7)
SinceMSEmin does not depend ongS, the MSE is min-

imized by minimizing the termMSEexcess which can be
controlled through the relay gain vectorgS. To select multiple
relays which minimize MSE from (7), there are two classes
of algorithms: convex optimization and greedy algorithms
with the latter being more suitable to the joint relay-antenna
selection problem due to its low complexity. We use the OMP
algorithm in [8] since it is widely recognized as a canonical
greedy algorithm for sparse signal recovery and most other
greedy-type algorithms, such as the more recent algorithm in
[10], are modifications of it.

Here, we only provide a sketch of the OMP algorithm due
to space limitations. We denote the OMP algorithm by the
function OMP(sensing matrix, measurement vector, stopping
criterion) which is well documented in the sparse signal
recovery literature; see e.g. [8]. In our formulation of SISO
relay networks, the OMP algorithm proceeds by finding, in
each iteration, one column of the matrixLH which is the
most correlated with the residual error vector obtained by
subtracting the contributions of the selected relays in the
previous iteration from the vectorL−1h̃. We consider the
OMP algorithm with two different stopping criteria. The first
criterion finds the sparse vectorgS which determines the
indices and gains of the selected relays to guarantee a tolerable
MSE increaseε as given by

gS = OMP
(
LH ,L−1h̃,

∥∥∥LHgS − L−1h̃
∥∥∥

2

2
≤ ε

)
. (8)

The design parameterε is chosen according to the tolerable
performance lossMSEexcess. The second stopping criterion is
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the desired number of selected relaysKR as given by

gS = OMP
(
LH ,L−1h̃, KR iterations

)
. (9)

Since one relay is selected at each iteration of the OMP
algorithm, setting the value ofKR yields an index set of
KR selected multiple relays. The OMP algorithm in (9) has a
computational complexity ofO(K2

RN).

IV. JOINT RELAY AND ANTENNA SELECTION WITH GAIN

CONTROL FORMIMO RELAY NETWORKS

In this section, we extend our approach to MIMO AF
relay networks to perform joint selection of relays and their
antennas with relay antenna gain optimization. For the case
of MIMO relay networks, the gain matrixG becomes ablock
diagonal matrixGM = diag{G1

M, . . . ,Gn
M, . . . ,GN

M} instead
of a diagonal matrixGS as in SISO relays networks. Note that
sub-matrixGn

M is associated with then-th relay. We assume
that MS = MD, and at the destination the error vector before
equalization is defined as follows

e = x− (HRDGMyR + w) . (10)

The error correlation matrix,Ree = E [eeH ] is given by

Ree = Rxx −RxyR(HRDGM)H −HRDGMRyRx

+ HRDGMRyRyR(HRDGM)H + Rww

=
(
Rxx −RxyRR−1

yRyR
RyRx

)
+ Rww︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=A

+
(
HRDGM −RxyRR−1

yRyR

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=B

RyRyR

· (
HRDGM −RxyRR−1

yRyR

)H

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆
=BH

, (11)

where RxyR = E [xyH
R ] = RxxHH

SR,

RyRyR= E [yRyH
R ] = HSRRxxHH

SR + Rvv.

Hence, the MSE is given by

MSE = Tr {A}+ Tr
{
BRyRyRBH

}
. (12)

Since the first term does not depend onGM, the MSE
is minimized by minimizing the second term of (12). Con-
sidering the Cholesky factorization of the positive-definite
RyRyR = LyRLH

yR
, the second term of (12) can be rewritten

as

Tr
{
BLyR

LH
yR

BH
}

=
∥∥BLyR

∥∥2

F

(a)

≤ ‖B‖2F ‖LyR‖2F , (13)

where the inequality(a) follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz

inequality. By minimizing MSEexcess
∆= ||B||2F =

||HRDGM − RxyRR−1
yRyR

||2F, we also minimize MSE. This
is done by a reformulation to get a vector form ofGM as in
the case of SISO relay networks as follows,

MSEexcess = || (INMR ⊗HRD)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆
=H

· vec {GM}︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆
=gM

− vec
{
RxyRR−1

yRyR

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=c

||22. (14)

To reduce the algorithm’s complexity, we perform dimen-
sion reduction by exploiting the block diagonal structure of
GM. The first termHgM of the MSEexcess in (14) is equal
to

HgM = diag
{
IMR ⊗H1

RD, . . . , IMR ⊗HN
RD

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=H̃ · [g̃1

M, . . . , g̃N
M

]T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆
=g̃M

, (15)

where the1 × M2
R vector g̃n

M is the vector form of the
sub- matrixGn

M, i.e. g̃n
M = vec{Gn

M}T . Hence, minimizing
MSEexcess by jointly selecting relays and antennas with an-
tenna gain control is achieved by either one of the following
two OMP algorithm formulations

g̃M = OMP
(
H̃, c, ||H̃g̃M − c||22 ≤ ε

)
, (16)

g̃M = OMP
(
H̃, c, KA iterations

)
, (17)

where KA denotes the desired number of selected antenna
pairs. By usingKA (the number of iterations) as the stopping
criterion in (17) rather thanKR as in SISO relay networks,
we can easily control the number of selected antenna pairs
while ensuring a small number of selected relays in the
MIMO relay network. The OMP algorithm of (17) has a
computational complexity ofO(K2

ANM2
R + K2

ANMRMD).
Our proposed scheme is different from the scheme of [6] in
that our sub-matrixGn

M contains several non-zero elements;
hence, multiple antenna pairs are selected at each selected
relay resulting in improved performance.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare the bit error rate (BER) of our
proposed relay selection scheme and the schemes in [3] and
[6] for SISO and MIMO multiple relay networks, respectively.
In all simulations, we assume BPSK transmission. For a
fair comparison, the same total transmit power constraint is
assumed. The total power used at all relays is denoted by
Tr{E [GyR · (GyR)H ]} = σ2

x. We use the OMP formulation
in (9) and (17) due to its flexibility in setting the number of
selected relays.

Fig. 2 shows the BER comparison in both SISO and MIMO
relay networks withN=50 relays. In the SISO case, our
proposed multiple relay selection with gain control minimizing
end-to-end MSE is compared with the multiple relay selection
maximizing end-to-end SNR in [3]. For our simulation pa-
rameters, the scheme in [3] selects around 24 relays. Hence,
in our OMP-based scheme, a fixed number of relays is used
as the stopping criterion in (9); namelyKR =24 relays are
selected and their gains are optimized. As expected, the best
relay selection scheme exhibits the worst performance result-
ing from selecting a single relay. Our proposed OMP-based
multiple relay selection scheme outperforms [3] due to relay
gain optimization and also due to the different selected relay
indices. For the MIMO case, Fig. 2 compares the BER of the
greedy MSE minimization (GMM) antenna selection scheme
in [6] with our OMP approach in (17) for joint selection of
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81 0 − 61 0 − 41 0 − 2
BitE rrorR at e(BER)

S N R =
σx2 /

σw2 ( =
σv2 ) [ d B ]

S I S O M I M O G M M i n [ 6 ] < 8 , 6 , 8 >G M M i n [ 6 ] < 8 , 8 , 8 >O M P < 8 , 6 , 8 >O M P < 8 , 8 , 8 >M u l t i p l e R e l a y S e l e c t i o n i n [ 3 ]O M P
Fig. 2. BER comparison at different SNR levels (dB).

1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 01 0 − 51 0 − 41 0 − 31 0 − 21 0 − 1
BitE rrorR at e(BER)

T h e N u m b e r o f S e l e c t e d R e l a y s / A n t e n n a P a i r sM u l t i p l e R e l a y S e l e c t i o n i n [ 3 ]
M I M O < 4 , 4 , 4 >S N R = 6 d BS I S OS N R = − 2 d BG M M i n [ 6 ]O M P

w i t h g a i n c o n t r o l i n [ 1 1 , 1 2 ]
Fig. 3. BER comparison as a function of the number of selected relays (in
the SISO case) and antennas (in the MIMO case).

relays and their antennas with gain control minimizing end-
to-end MSE. We setMS = MD = 8 andMR = 6 or 8, and
denote this tuple choice by〈MS,MR,MD〉 in the Figure. At
the destination, the MMSE equalizer matrixK is

K = RxxHH(Rww + HRDGMRvv

·GH
MHH

RD + HRxxHH)−1

where H = HRDGMHSR. For our simulation parameters,
the scheme of [6] selects 44 and 46 relays forMR =6 and 8,
respectively. For our OMP-based scheme in (17),KA = 110
and 150 forMR =6 and 8, respectively, which results in the
same average number of selected relays as GMM. It is clear
that our scheme outperforms the GMM scheme in [6] because
the latter selects only one antenna pair at each selected relay.
Specifically, if then-th relay is selected, the resultant gain
matrixGn

M of the GMM algorithm contains only one non-zero
element whose index corresponds to an antenna pair in then-th
relay. Hence, the maximum number of antenna pairs is limited
by N out of the availableNM2

R antenna pairs in the GMM
algorithm. In addition, all non-zero elements ofGM are equal
since no antenna gain optimization is performed under the
overall power constraint. However, in our scheme, the resultant
gain matrices contain multiple non-zero elements and their
values are optimized under the overall power constraint. We
emphasize that the relay indices selected by our scheme are
different from those selected by the GMM algorithm.

Fig. 3 compares the BER of our OMP approach with the
relay selection algorithms in [3], [6] and with those whic
perform gain control in [11], [12] as a function of the number
of selected relays or antenna pairs forN=100 SISO orN=50
MIMO relay networks, respectively. As explained earlier,
adding a relay or antenna pair in OMP is achieved by adjusting
the number of iterations in (9) or in (17), respectively. For our
SISO simulation parameters, the scheme in [3] selects around

46 relays and its BER performance with the gain control

scheme developed in [11] is achieved by OMP with only 42
selected relays. In the MIMO case, our OMP-based approach
with only 42 antenna pairs at 29 relays achieves similar BER
performance as the GMM algorithm with the gain control
scheme developed in [12] which selects around 44 relays.
Hence, by exploiting sparsity of the relay gain vector, our
OMP-based approach achieves the same performance as state-
of-the-art selection algorithms, enhanced with gain control
optimization, while reducing the number of selected relays.
This, in turn, reduces implementation complexity, AF protocol
signaling overhead, and power consumption in the RF front-
ends at the relays. Note that AF relays must buffer the received
signal block in the first time slot until it is transmitted (after
amplification) in the second time slot which is essential for
synchronization. This buffering operation cannot be efficiently
done in the analog domain. Instead, it is done digitally
at baseband; hence the need for power-consuming down/up
conversion operations even at AF relays.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a new computationally-efficient approach,
based on exploiting the sparsity of the relay antennas gain
vector, for joint MMSE selection of relays and antennas with
relay gain matrix optimization in large dual-hop MIMO AF
relay networks. Simulation results show that our proposed
scheme outperforms existing schemes under the same overall
transmit power constraint. Alternatively, at the same BER,
our scheme reduces the number of selected relays resulting
in reduced implementation complexity.
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